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Introduction
It is a great privilege for me to lead another economic mission to 
the Islamic Republic of Iran, accompanied by a high-level business 
delegation from the Dutch agriculture, horticulture, infrastructure and 
aerospace sectors.

The nuclear agreement with Iran has proven that diplomacy and 
perseverance can resolve disputes peacefully and open the door 
to cooperation between nations. It is a welcome opportunity to 
strengthen our political and economic ties. 

I am pleased to see the deepening relationship between our countries and look back on a 
successful mission in November 2015, during which Dutch businesses became reacquainted 
with their Iranian counterparts and with the Iranian market as whole. This fact-finding mission 
was the ideal opportunity to renew our economic relationship, a relationship that dates back 
almost 400 years and provides a solid foundation upon which to develop new connections. 
I am delighted that so many companies have chosen to join me on this important follow-up 
mission. 

Iran is in an excellent position to modernise its economy. Its ambitious plans for economic 
diversification present ideal opportunities for bilateral cooperation. State-of-the-art solutions 
are the key to modernising Iranian infrastructure and food supply, and Dutch companies are 
keen to provide them. 

The Netherlands is the world’s second-largest exporter of agricultural products and 
agribusiness is one of the driving forces behind the Dutch economy. For decades, Dutch 
agriculture has succeeded in maintaining its lead over its competitors by continually investing 
in innovation in agricultural production chains. The Netherlands is home to world-class 
knowledge institutions in the agricultural and food sectors, and – measured as a percentage of 
GDP – we have the second-highest private R&D investment rate in this sector in Europe.

The Dutch economy is also among the most innovative and efficient in the world. The quality 
of our infrastructure ranks third in the world according to the World Economic Forum, with 
excellent facilities for maritime, air, road and railroad transport. With the largest port in Europe 
(Rotterdam), and the third largest airport by cargo volume and fourth largest by passenger 
traffic (Schiphol), the Netherlands is a leading global logistics hub. It really is the gateway to 
Europe. 
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Innovative Dutch companies in the transport and infrastructure sectors have the experience 
and know-how to work with Iran to modernise its infrastructure and re-establish trade. I am 
delighted that representatives of these different sectors will be accompanying me on my visit. 
The Netherlands stands ready to be a reliable economic partner to Iran and contribute to the 
prosperity of its people. 

I look forward to a productive visit and the continuation of our renewed economic partnership, 
and would like to wish you all an inspiring and successful visit to Iran.

Henk Kamp
Minister of Economic Affairs
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Introducing the Netherlands
Joining forces to create sustainable solutions for the most liveable world, 
now and in the future.

How do the Dutch make a difference? 
Through their interactive approach to finding 
innovative solutions to the big challenges 
facing the world today. The Dutch way of 
thinking and working has been shaped by 
centuries of living in the low-lying delta of the 
Netherlands. Through the ages, the Dutch have 
joined forces to find ingenious ways to tackle 
challenges like water, urbanisation, energy, 
food, health and security. By being inventive, 

pragmatic and open to new challenges, the 
Dutch have created a flourishing and resilient 
land. The Netherlands is a constantly evolving 
ecosystem of cities, industry, agriculture and 
nature, all integrated through smart infra-
structure. It is a source of knowledge and 
experience that the Dutch are keen to share 
with others. Learning from the past to create 
a better future. Together, seeking sustainable 
solutions for the most liveable world.

Building with nature
An innovative method for coastal protection
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Worldwide ranking

1st  Best performing European healthcare system 
  (2013, Euro Health Consumer Index)
1st  Production and auctioning of cut flowers and flower bulbs
2nd  Number of broadband connections per 100 inhabitants (39.4%)
2nd  Density of road network
2nd  Export of agricultural products (103.3 billion US Dollar)
2nd  Quality of Water Transportation (9.04)
2nd Logistics performance Index (4.05)
4th  Largest seaport in the world (Port of Rotterdam), largest in Europe
6th  Exporter of goods (555 billion US Dollar)
7th  Foreign direct investment in the Netherlands (From Europe)
8th  Import of commercial services (119 billion US Dollar)
9th  Dutch investments abroad (976 billion US Dollar)
9th  Importer of goods (501 billion US Dollar)
9th  Export of commercial services (134 billion US Dollar)
 

Facts & Figures 2016

• Official name  Kingdom of the Netherlands
• Form of government  Constitutional monarchy, parliamentary democracy
• Head of State  His Majesty King Willem-Alexander, King of the Netherlands, 

Prince of Orange-Nassau
• Capital  Amsterdam
• Seat of government  The Hague
• Administrative structure  Twelve provinces and the overseas territories 

of Aruba, Curacao and St. Martin. The overseas island of Bonaire, Saba and 
St. Eustatius, all three of which are situated in the Caribbean, are ‘special 
municipalities of the Netherlands’

• Surface area  33.800 km2
• Location  Western Europe, by the North Sea, bordering Belgium and Germany
• Number of inhabitants  16.915.195 (April 2015)
• Number of inhabitants per km2  500 (April 2015)
• Monetary unit  Euro
• Languages  Dutch, Frisian

Sources: Holland Compared, CBS, DNB, World Bank, IMF, OECD, WTO, UNCTAD, EIU, IMD Business School
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Albert Verschuren 
New Business Development 

Farzaneh Nijhuis-
Moazzeni
Owner/director

3xBriljant
Rijnegomlaan 3
NL-2111 XL  Aerdenhout 
E: info@3xbriljant.nl
www.3xbriljant.nl
www.allinc.nl

E: f.moazzeni4@gmail.com
M: +31 6 47 96 07 94

E: albert@allinc.nl 
M: +31 6 51 29 41 33

3xBriljant

3XBriljant is a small company specialized in food and health care 
programs an project. Networking and bringing together potential 
partners in the world of food, food production, agriculture and health 
care is the core activity of 3XBriljant.

Together with Allinc b.v. we are specialized in professional consultancy 
in research, advice, implementation, co-creation in new product 
development in the field of  Food Solutions, Personal Health and Care.  
The goal for this mission is to get in contact with agriculture companies 
specialized in growing and production of medical plants, essential oils 
and high nutritional value based agriculture products. The mission 
statement for this development program with our customer is ‘ better 
food, better life ‘.

Farzaneh Moazzeni is an academic trained health scientist with Iranian 
roots, and has been living for more than 30 years in the Netherlands. She 
has a huge network in ministries, universities, in the food industry and in 
local and national food and public health organizations. Being fluent in 
both Farsi and Dutch she helps Iranian companies and institutes in the 
field of food and health who want to do business in the Netherlands to 
find reliable partners, and visa versa. She always succeed in finding the 
perfect match.

Alber Verschuren is partner of 3XBriljant and director of Allinc. He has 
a long career in the food industry and specialized in food innovation 
processes. Together with large innovation partners in the food industry 
he develops with stakeholders in the cure-care and home.
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Atradius Dutch State Business 

Atradius Dutch State Business is the official Export Credit Agency of the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands. Atradius offers exporters of capital goods 
or international construction companies in the Netherlands a wide 
range of credit insurance and guarantee products when doing business 
abroad.

Credit insurance on behalf of and for account of the Dutch State usually 
involves export transactions with credit periods or a completion time 
in excess of twelve months. They always involve the supply of capital 
goods such as machinery, ships or greenhouses.

Through its insurance and guarantee products Atradius can assist you 
in winning export transactions and increase your financing capacity 
with your bank. Customers of the exporters can benefit from deferred 
payments or financing and favourable financing conditions.

Stephan Naber
Senior Underwriter /  
Regional Specialist Middle East

Atradius Dutch State 
Business
David Ricardostraat 1
NL-1066 JS  Amsterdam
E: info.dsb@atradius.com
www.atradiusdutchstatebusiness.nl

E: stephan.naber@atradius.com
P: +31 20 55 32 204
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Avio-Diepen

Avio-Diepen owes its name and existence to Mr. Frits Diepen, a Dutch 
aviation pioneer, who founded the company in 1946. After being a 
part of Fokker Aircraft for more than 40 years, Avio-Diepen became an 
independent company in 1995. Continuing the legacy set by Mr. Frits 
Diepen and further experience gained as part of Fokker Aircraft, 
Avio-Diepen became a leading distributor in aerospace parts and 
components. 

Avio-Diepen is a global distributor of manufactured new aircraft parts. 
Its core business is the timely delivery of aircraft parts, when and where 
our customers need them. As an efficient link between aircraft part 
manufacturers and the MRO, Airline and OEM market, we specialize in a 
variety of time saving and efficient supply chain solutions to compliment 
our world class service as an independent distributor.
With 70 years of experience in the aerospace market, Avio-Diepen 
means reliable service to customers in more than 100 countries. Avio-
Diepen has stocking locations and customer service centers located in 
Amsterdam, Atlanta, Beijing, Dubai, London, Sao Paulo, Singapore and 
Sydney.

Andreas Schuster
Director Sales EMEA

Avio-Diepen
J. Keplerweg 16
NL-2408 AC  Alphen aan den Rijn
E: aschuster@avio-diepen.com
www.avio-diepen.com

E: aschuster@avio-diepen.com
M: +31 6 12 70 47 93

MORE Than Just an Aircraft Parts Distributor
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Avion Simulators

Avion Group provides total commercial pilot training and flight 
simulation solutions. Our focus is on delivering the highest quality at 
the most competitive price point. To achieve this unbeatable value, 
we design all major elements of flight training in-house, from the flight 
simulators to the training programs. 

Our Avion Sim flight simulators are unique in their design, offering the 
highest fidelity available combined with features not found in any other 
simulator. They are by far the most light-weight simulators in the world, 
offering superior motion features, low energy requirements and low 
facility demands. All major components, such as all computer servers 
and air conditioning units, are placed on-board. Our simulators are 
optionally all-weather resistant and extremely rugged and able to be 
placed virtually anywhere. Finally, our OEM data package-free Airbus 
A320 simulators offer unprecedented cost and value. 

Our Simliner flight training centers are an extension of our philosophy 
of quality pilot training. The Simliner centers offer complete training 
solutions. The facilities provide everything needed to efficiently train 
pilots, from briefing rooms to the simulator bays. Our training solutions 
include proven flight training syllabi for type ratings and recurrent 
training and checking. If needed, flight instructors can be provided on 
demand.

We provide several options for procurement and leasing of our 
simulators as well as our training centers and programs. We would be 
delighted to explore options with potential. 

Arthur Bezuidenhout
CEO

Avion Simulators
Pesetaweg 63
NL-2153 PJ  Nieuw-Vennep
E: info@avionsim.aero
www.avionsim.aero

E: a.bezuidenhout@avionsim.aero
M: +31 6 24 35 43 54
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Ballast Nedam

Ballast Nedam is an international operating contracting company. 
Our core activities are in housing and mobility. We focus on integrated 
projects and on innovative, industrial construction. Ballast Nedam has a 
broad range of products. 

We develop, implement, manage, finance and operate the built 
environment in the following fields:
•  Mobility (wet and dry infrastructure like roads, tunnels, ports, bridges, 

quay walls, public transport and parking);
•  Spatial development and re-development (real estate, nature 

conservation, area development, leisure);
•  Water management (river widening, pumping plants, water 

purification plants);
•  Energy (geothermal, natural gas/biogas, wind);
•  Industrial construction (power stations, quays and jetties, transformer 

stations, sea water intake structures).

Ballast Nedam strives to be distinctive and deliver added value for 
customers in everything we do. This is manifested in practical solutions, 
our knowledge and experience and the innovative capacity of our 
people. We always act with safety and integrity. As a result, we create 
enduring quality. 

Dirk Fransen
Business Development Manager

Ballast Nedam
Ringwade 71
NL-3439 LM  Nieuwegein
E: pr@ballast-nedam.nl
www.ballast-nedam.com

E: d.fransen@ballast-nedam.com
M: +31 6 10 43 64 68
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Big Machinery

For more than 30 years we are a global distributor and supplier of 
used heavy (road) construction- and mining equipment and trucks. 
We maintain a total stock of over 400 units. Recently, we added new 
dredgers, submersible pumps and amphibious excavators to our 
product line. This line is 100% Dutch and completely produced in the 
Netherlands. We also participate in a subsidiary which is active in the 
demolition and wreck removal branche.

Our goal for this mission is learning about trade opportunities, getting 
to know the market possibilities, meeting possible new clients and/
or business partners. But also we are very curious about financing 
possibilities of deals to be done! 

So hopefully we will return with some valuable contacts in our suitcases. Erwin Kuis
Chief Financial Officer

Wais Sadeghi
Sales manager Trucks

Big Machinery
Schiemerik 1
NL-5334 NL  Velddriel
E: info@bigmachinery.nl
www.bigmachinery.nl
www.big-trucks.nl

E: erwin@bigmachinery.nl
M: +31 6 29 06 26 55

E: wais@big-trucks.nl 
M: +31 6 14 77 41 41
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C.Steinweg Middle East FZE

C. Steinweg is an independent company, specialised in providing neutral 
logistic services for various commodities such as minor- and non-ferrous 
metals, coffee, cocoa, as well as steel and project cargo. 

C. Steinweg was established in 1847 in Rotterdam, which is still the 
head office of the group. Now, more than 165 years later the company 
has developed into a multinational organisation with worldwide more 
close to 4000 employees in 100 offices, with our own warehouses and 
terminals in many locations. 

Through this network Steinweg is able to fulfil the needs of their 
customers and provide the total logistic package with forwarding, 
stevedoring, chartering, warehousing, processing and customs services. 
Steinweg operates modern multi-purpose terminals, equipped with 
heavy lift cranes and special storage accommodation for all kinds of 
commodities. 

These ocean terminals are in Rotterdam, Hamburg, Antwerp, Genoa, 
Trieste, Sohar (Oman) and Baltimore, while additional major locations are 
in Singapore, Shanghai, Busan, Gwangyang, Dubai, Durban, Amsterdam, 
Istanbul, Johannesburg and many others, where Steinweg operates its 
own warehousing assets.

The Steinweg brand is a mark of excellence. Our logistics services are 
widely accepted and recognized for their quality and standard, by not 
only physical traders but also leading international exchanges, financial 
institutions, insurance companies, regulators and government agencies. 
Steinweg’s warehouses are accredited for many commodity exchanges 
such as the LME, MMTA,LIFFE and NYBOT.

Christophe van Loon
Director Middle East & India

C.Steinweg - 
Handelsveem
Parmentierplein 1
NL-3088 GN  Rotterdam 
E: Info@nl.steinweg.com
www.steinweg.com

C.Steinweg Middle East 
FZE
P.O.Box 263220 - Dubai - U.A.E.
E: c.vanloon@ae.steinweg.com
www.steinweg.com

E: c.vanloon@ae.steinweg.com
M: +971.55.108.58.46
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Clifford Chance LLP

International law firm Clifford Chance combines the highest global 
standards with local expertise. Leading lawyers from different 
backgrounds and nationalities come together as one firm. From 
Amsterdam, we help clients navigate the technical and commercial 
aspects of large financings, M&A and private equity work, capital market 
and funds transactions, regulatory and compliance issues, and litigation. 
We are the Middle East’s market-leading international law firm. We work 
with clients throughout the Middle East and North Africa and have 
offices in Abu Dhabi, Casablanca, Doha, Dubai, Istanbul and Riyadh. 
When we advise clients who want to build or expand their international 
business we work closely with colleagues from our international 
network.

Sanctions risk can emerge in many guises and impact all strands of your 
business activity. Clifford Chance will help you stay on top of this ever-
changing legal landscape, enabling you to move your business forward 
in line with your strategic objectives. Our Sanctions Risk team brings 
sanctions policy and compliance expertise, a global team of experts 
in the field, a multi-disciplinary approach and regulator insight and 
litigation expertise.

Through our work with leading transport and logistics companies, their 
advisers and their suppliers, we have developed the industry knowledge 
required to provide specialised support. As an interdisciplinary group 
with a global presence, we can field an informed and highly qualified 
team of lawyers in major markets around the world.

Mirjam van der Kaay
Lawyer

Amin Tamaddoni
Lawyer

Clifford Chance LLP
Droogbak 1a
NL-1013 GE  Amsterdam
www.cliffordchance.com

E: mirjam.vanderkaay@
cliffordchance.com
P: +31 20 711 9372

E: amin.tamaddoni@
cliffordchance.com
P: +31 20 711 9342
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Delphy

Worldwide Expertise for Food & Flowers
Delphy is the largest global commercial service provider in the field of 
cultivation and production related knowledge regarding food & flower 
processes in horti- and agriculture. Our Experts are a strong team of 
enterprising independent developers with leading knowledge and 
expertise to offer each client the best solutions and guiding clients to 
realize their ambitions. We provide in:

Innovation sites
Innovation sites in the Netherlands for greenhouses, potato, union, 
soft fruit, bulb flowers. With those innovation sites, applied agricultural 
knowledge is updated and accumulated.

Education 
Various training modules for practical cultivation and management 
based on the needs and preferences of our clients.

International Projects
Support in developing agricultural and horticultural projects, with a 
turnkey service on functional design, tender procedure, construction 
monitoring, staff training, and operational consultancy.

Agricultural and horticultural management support
Operational support and crop monitoring in greenhouses customized 
for each individual operation. This takes into account not only crop 
specific factors but also local conditions, technical installations and 
more.

Our services are provided to investors, entrepreneurs, governments, 
suppliers and growers in agricultural sector.

Aad van den Berg
Managing Director Team Asia

Delphy  
(Location Bleiswijk)
Violierenweg 3
NL-2665 MV  Bleiswijk
P: +31 10 522 17 71
http://delphy.nl/en/teams/
team-asia

Delphy (Head office)
P.O. Box 7001
NL-7100 CA  Wageningen
P: +31 317 49 15 78
E: info@delphy.nl
www.delphy.nl/en

E: a.vandenberg@delphy.nl
M: +31 6 41 90 05 75
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Dijkma

The Dijkma Company has been specialized in the world wide import and 
export market for over 40 years. We can offer you good quality new and 
used tractors.

During the past years we have established good business contacts in 
a world wide network of customers and suppliers of all kind of goods, 
demanded by our customers. 

We can ship containers, Ro/Ro, etc. to any country in the world.
Dijkma B.V. Import - Export was established to supply economically new, 
used and refurbished quality farm tractors abroad to diverse worldwide 
customers. We try to be flexible to facilitate the always changing 
demands of the modern agricultural sector.
As well as supplying machinery, we have solutions for customers 
requiring a single machine delivered to a remote location, and also for a 
big company requiring a fleet of specialized equipment to suit a specific 
project delivered on a work site, ready to be used.

Our aim is to supply the most suitable machinery for a specific job. 
agricultural machinery and machinery to suit many other sectors.
As well as supplying the machinery, we deliver to port, we strip down for 
container loading, include shipping, operator and parts manuals in many 
languages, spare parts, repaired parts and consumables. 
We can provide special machinery technique for individual needs 
customer.

Leon van Dijk
Sales Manager

Jan van Dijk
Sales Manager

Dijkma
Vuurijzer 5
NL-5753 SV  Deurne
E: info@dijkmabv.com
www.dijkmabv.com

P: +31 493 31 93 60
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Dredge Yard

Dredge Yard delivers Cutter Suction Dredgers, Trailing Suction Hopper 
Dredgers, mining equipment and dredging components needed for the 
dredgers and dredge pipe lines. All dredge and mining components are 
Designed, Engineered, Manufactured, Inspected and Tested by Dredge 
Yard’s facilities.

Jan-Teun Boerma
Sales Manager

Dredge Yard
Radonstraat 10
NL-2719 TA  Zoetermeer
E: info@dredgeyard.com
www.dredgeyard.com

Dredge Yard Dmcc
HDS Tower 402, JLT Cluster F, 
DUbai, UAE
E: info@dredgeyard.com
www.dredgeyard.com
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Dümmen Orange

Dümmen Orange is a leading company in breeding and development 
of cut flowers (large rose portfolio), potted plants, bedding plants 
and perennials. The company employs more than 6,000 people 
worldwide. Next to a large marketing and sales network (daily delivery 
in 56 countries and to over 400 licensees), Dümmen Orange has a large 
network of production locations (over 150 hectares of production) 
in Africa and Central America. The key to Dümmen Orange’s success 
is a wide and deep product range supported by a global supply 
chain (producing more than 1.5 billion cuttings yearly). The company 
embraces its social responsibility and invests in the health, safety and 
personal development of its employees.

Dümmen Orange’s core business is the development of cut flower, 
potted plants, bedding plants and perennials varieties with improved 
characteristics for growers, retailers and consumers, and it creates, 
develops and produces cuttings which are then supplied to growers 
globally. 

By participating in this mission, Dümmen Orange hopes to get a better 
understanding of Iran and its floricultural industry, as well as establishing 
business contacts with potential partners.

Sharokh Jalali Manesh
General Counsel

Dümmen Orange
Coldenhovelaan 6
NL-2678 PS  De Lier
E: info@dummenorange.com
www.dummenorange.com

E: s.manesh@dummenorange.com
P: +31 174 530 182 
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EKRO

EKRO in The Netherlands is the world’s largest and most modern calf 
slaughterhouse and veal production facility. Annually over 400.000 
calves are processed to carcasses, bone-in quarters and legs, bone-in 
and boneless cuts and kitchen-ready products in the state of the art 
facility. EKRO exports to over 60 countries worldwide, supplying retail, 
foodservice and industry in any desired quantity, quality, specification 
and packaging, chilled or frozen. Approximately 80% of production 
is Premium Dutch Milkfed Veal, 20% is Premium Dutch Grainfed Veal, 
each with its own characteristics and following the changing market 
needs and trends.

All production is Halal, certified by the leading Halal Quality Control 
office in The Hague (The Netherlands), which is recognized and 
accredited by the World Halal Food Council. 
Our motto: “When you ask for veal, we serve a concept”.
 
EKRO is member of the Dutch based VanDrie Group, the world’s 
largest integrated veal production chain. From farm to production of 
feed and veal, VanDrie Group controls the whole chain. This ensures a 
consistent, safe and high quality product and full tracking and tracing. 
VanDrie Group has its own food safety program, Safety Guard, which 
exceeds EU-standards. Besides implementation of this program, EKRO 
is ISO22000 certified and boasts BRC ad IFS controls. Food safety and 
animal welfare are not just words to EKRO, but guarantees.

Please find more information about our production, products and our 
management of Corporate Social Responsibility on www.ekro.com.

Paul Beltman
Sales Manager

EKRO
Laan van Malkenschoten 100
NL-7333 NP  Apeldoorn 
E: pbeltman@ekro.nl
www.ekro.com
www.vandriegroup.com

E: pbeltman@ekro.nl
P: +31 555 49 21 92
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Metazet/FormFlex

Metazet and FormFlex are both familiar and authoritative names in 
the glasshouse horticulture sector. Metazet and FormFlex are also the 
specialists for your customer-specific systems in the fruit and vegetable 
cultivation sector.

For almost 40 years Metazet has been producing a comprehensive 
range of metal products for the horticulture sector, such as support and 
mounting materials. Metazet also develops, produces and installs high 
quality, reliable systems such as hoisting systems, internal transport, 
cultivation and harvesting systems.

FormFlex is the global specialist in the horticulture sector for the 
development and production of cultivation gutter systems. FormFlex is 
able to deliver a suitable gutter system for any crop, under any 
circumstances, and to profile it at the location. We operate at sites all 
over the world with our mobile profiling machines!

Years of experience, comprehensive knowledge of the market and 
the combining of forces between Metazet and FormFlex form your 
guarantee of quality and success!

Nadir Ozsoy
Sales Representative

Metazet/FormFlex
De Lierseweg 6
NL-2291 PD  Wateringen
E: info@formflex.nl
www.formflex.nl

E: Nadirozsoy@formflex.nl
M: +31 6 51 56 85 37
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Helfferich Consult/Holland Dairy House

Helfferich Consult is an independant agribusiness development 
companym with more than 25 years experience in the development of 
agribusiness companies (management, consultancy, trade). We develop 
and manage (new) international agribusiness activities (marketing and 
sales, set up of farms, processing). Besides dairy farming and processing 
Helfferich Consult has experience in arable farming, mechanisation, 
feed production, soybean processing, horticulture and institutional 
development (farmers organisation).

We have set up Holland Dairy House, a cluster of 14 Dutch companies 
supplying technology (field, feeding, barn (manure, milking, cooling, 
boxes etc), live material (cows, semen, grass and alfalfa seeds) and 
knowhow (farm consultancy, management systems). For Iran we are 
looking especially to the interests of the Firma Schaap (cows), Barenbrug 
(grass and alfalfa) and Trioliet (feeding systems). Firma Schaap is 
exporting high quality cows to  the Middle East, Eastern Europe and 
Africa  (since 1880, www.schaapagroholland.com). The company Trioliet 
is the specialist in feeding technology (feed mixing and dosing systems) 
for dairy farms (www.trioliet.com). The Royal Barenbrug Group is the 
Dutch specialist in plant breeding, grass seed production and the 
international marketing of seed for turf and forage grasses (including 
alfalfa) and legumes (www.barenbrug.com). 

We want to meet developing dairy farmers, -specialists, -suppliers, 
-processors and -distributors and representatives of the Agricultural 
Ministry/Institutes.

Pieter Helfferich
Director/Manager Holland Dairy 
House

Helfferich Consult/
Holland Dairy House
Nieuwe Rij 11
NL-7413 ZX  Deventer 
E: info@hollanddairyhouse.com
www.helfferichconsult.nl
www.hollanddairyhouse.com

Holland Dairy House 
Romania
Aleea Valea Prahovei 2
Bucuresti Romania
E: info@hollanddairyhouse.com
www.hollanddairyhouse.com

E: info@helfferichconsult.nl
M: +31 6 53 78 28 89

H
Helfferich Consult
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Holland Construction Group

Holland Construction Group is a group of Dutch companies, active in 
various fields. As a group we offer our collected applied experience thru 
the years, gained from several projects in various locations in the world.

We are strong in study and design and setting up  complete turnkey 
projects, we are strong due to the fact that we are a group, in our group 
are members  matching your need for west European expertise. We can 
act fast, accurate and matching the project budget. 

We can support with our technical serviceses in the following:

Study: Collection and verifying information
Designing: Using the Dutch optimum expertise for the designing of 
the project  
Suppling: first quality materials from west Europe match the quality 
exaptation and price
Installation: In some cases we can install locally the purchased 
materials 
Training: Sharing the applied experience thru trainings with locals in 
order to operate   

We are looking to meet with local decision makers and local investors to 
cooperate with on various fields.  

Diya Gazzali
Executive Manager

Salar Fattahi
Executive Manager

Holland Construction 
Group
Cliffordweg 22A
NL-3646 AH  Waverveen
E: Info@hollandconstruc-
tiongroup.com
www.Hollandconstructiongroup.
com

E: Diya@hollandconstruc-
tiongroup.com
M: +31 6 44 52 04 39

E: Salar@hollandconstruc-
tiongroup.com
M: +31 6 14 23 15 14
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Holland Dredge Design

Holland Dredge Design (HDD) is a producer of dredgers, submersible 
pumps, amphibious excavators and other dredging equipment. All our 
products are 100% Dutch and completely produced in the Netherlands. 

Holland Dredge Design is also specialised in restoring and adapting 
older suction dredgers. Holland Dredge Design is also a reliable supplier 
for spare parts, special components like several types of floating 
pipelines (steel, HDPE, UHMWE). Another part of our service is the selling 
and reselling of used dredgers and equipment. 

We offer a large variety of professional dredgers like cutter dredgers, 
hopper dredgers, suction dredgers, airlifts and backhoes. For each 
situation and location we have developed a diverse program of 
equipment like top quality sand and gravel pumps, extraction heads, 
pressure pipelines, safety bolts, booster stations, work boats and of 
course spare parts. 

I hope to learn more about the Iranian market, if there is a need for our 
products. So meeting possible clients and discussing our products/
solutions is high on my to-do list!  

Cristijn van den Biggelaar
Sales Executive

Holland Dredge Design
Réaumurstraat 12
NL-3846 BZ  Harderwijk 
E: info@hollanddredgedesign.com
www.hollanddredgedesign.com

E: cristijn@bigmachinery.nl
M: +31 6 29 22 11 92
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Holland Horti International

Holland Horti International is an independent organisation, set up by 
joined private horticultural sector in the Netherlands. Together with the 
knowledge institutes, and Dutch government our goal is to strengthen 
the sector and to stimulate innovation, sustainability, food security, 
safety, and an efficient value chain. Especially on the international 
markets the mission is to enhance the quality of international 
horticulture through successful international horticultural programmes. 

The Dutch unique strength lies in the combination of experienced and 
specialised businesses, governmental organisations and knowledge 
institutes, a professional organization and a global network. Holland 
Horti International has been created in order to allow successful 
completion of major, complex, multidisciplinary cluster projects and 
programmes in the horticulture sector in international markets. By 
bringing together the strengths, expertise and experience of the 
participating businesses, Holland Horti International is the ideal pre-
competitive partner for foreign investors, companies and governments 
with ambitions to develop in horticulture.

The ambition of the Dutch sector is to supply each consumer around 
the world fresh, sustainable and safe produce. Therefor the creation of 
an efficient and effective global network of (local) production, trade and 
adaptive knowledge and innovation is essential. The Dutch (private) 
sector and her partners would like to play a leading role in this network.  

Lisette Bakker
Programme Manager 
International

Holland Horti 
International
Bezuidenhoutseweg 12
NL-2594 AV  The Hague
E: dhtb@greenportholland.com
www.greenportholland.com

E: lisettebakker@ 
greenportholland.com
M: +31 6 83 17 21 74
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Horticoop 

Horticoop has been the horticultural supplier in the Netherlands for 
more than a century. We are a household name in the industry and 
are well-known for being the best: reliable, innovative and ambitious. 
But we have also been active beyond national boundaries for many 
years. Our specialised export department is now the chosen supplier of 
professional growers in more than 100 countries all over the world – and 
numbers are growing by the year.

Our assets - your benefits:
• Horticoop is a trusted and reliable supplier
•  Horticoop carries a comprehensive product range for professional 

growers
•  Horticoop offers an excellent package of horticultural products and 

services
•  Horticoop stands for the highest quality
•  Horticoop strives for purchasing benefits
•  Horticoop has a wealth of expertise to offer
•  Horticoop aims to deliver custom-made solutions (because all 

growers are different).

Horticoop stands for quality
Horticoop offers an excellent package of horticultural products and 
services to professional growers all over the world, ranging from potting 
soil and horticultural essentials to technology. 

Whether we are delivering to the Netherlands, Germany or Australia, 
the quality of our products is never in question. Horticoop invariably sets 
the bar high, and we definitely do not make any concessions to quality – 
it remains consistently high with each and every order.

What can Horticoop supply to professional growers?
•  Substrate
•  Fertilisers
•  Crop protection agents
•  Packaging
•  Technology
•  Horticultural essentials

Ron Plaizier
Export Area Manager

Horticoop 
Headquarters
Klappolder 150
NL-2665 LP  Bleiswijk  
E: export@horticoop.com
www.horticoop.com

Horticoop Skandinavia 
A/S
DK-8381 Tils  
Denmark
E: info@horticoop.dk

Horticoop Andina S.A.
y de los Jamines Quito,
Ecuador
E: sales@horticoop.ec

Hort Americas, LLC
Euless, TX 76040
USA 
E: info@hortamericas.com

E: r.plaizier@horticoop.nl
M: +31 6 51 49 38 91
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J.M. Levarht & Zn.

The world of J.M. Levarht
The world of fresh fruits and vegetables is always in motion. Todays’ 
consumers are demanding. They only want the highest quality of fresh 
produce, every day and all year long. And they want to know the origin,  
how it is grown and who the grower is.

Every day we deliver worldwide our high quality products what is 
demanded by our customers. With our experience of 15 years in the 
Middle East market, and the re-opening of the Iranian maket, we would 
love to add our value to the Iranian market – retail, importers foodservice 
and local food markets - and bring western healthy and tasteful products 
to the Iranian kitchens. 

We can add our value because we are, just like the market, always in 
motion. It’s sometimes important to take a step back from our day-to-
day activities and get an overview of the whole chain so we can really 
understand all the changes and developments. We take this information 
in developing new concepts and improving all the time. 
Maintaining intensive partnerships with our growers, co-packers and 
logistics partners in the chain enables us to offer our buyers guarantees 
and above all the certainty of the very best fresh products throughout 
the year.
For Levarht cooperation means a circle of trust, a circle in which we 
all play a part. Together we can fulfil our promise to the market. That 
promise is ‘Levarht, Your Source To Freshness’. Your Source To Freshness 
is a promise that goes beyond the sum of these four words; it symbolises 
and reflects Levarht’s daily commitment.

Robbert Krul
Account Manager Middle East

Claas van Os
Commercial Director

J.M. Levarht & Zn.
Mijnsherenweg 12
NL-1424 CB  De Kwakel
E: Info@levarht.nl
www.levarht.nl 

E: Robbertkrul@levarht.nl
M: +31 6 53 98 93 24

E: CvanOs@levarht.nl
M: +31 6 52 65 69 63 
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Jiffy Products International

Growing media
Jiffy Products produces and supplies, both worldwide, growing media 
for every crop cultivated separate from the open field. We produce 
these according the guidelines from the independent Dutch quality 
label RHP. We provide our growing media for every plant stage; from 
seed or cutting to a fully grown crop; Grown in a traditional container, 
on Hydroponics or NFT; Plants handled manually or by means of 
mechanization.

Through the optimization of parameters of our products such as shape, 
consistence and technical specifications like air and water content, we 
aim to increase the yield and the success rate of the plants grown. We 
provide 5 major different product groups:
•  Substrates (Or potting soil)
•  Hydroponics (Growing Bags and Blocks)
•  Jiffy Pots
•  Plantplugs Jiffy 7
•  Plantplugs Preforma

Our growing media provide growers an optimal solution for their 
crop(s). With our products we lower the cost price per plant by growing 
a healthier plant and more homogenous crops, enabling more precise 
crop management. We are at the same time limiting the need of water, 
fertilizer and chemicals.

We like to get in contact with professional growers. Whether your crops 
are grown for production of vegetables, fruit, bio fuel or cutflowers, or 
whether your crops are grown as ornamentals or for forestry, we can be a 
partner for you. Please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Marc de Bruin
Senior Account manager

Jiffy Products 
International
Appelweg 3
NL-4782 PX  Moerdijk
E: sales@jiffygroup.com
www.jiffygroup.com

E: m.debruin@jiffygroup.com
M: +31 6 53 21 58 69
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Land Life Company

The innovative COCOON planting technology of Land Life Company 
enables trees and plants to grow in arid conditions, revitalizing 
ecosystems and communities.
• Low-cost - 10 x cheaper than traditional tree planting
•  100% biodegradable - COCOON dissolves into organic substrate for 

the plant
•  Low maintenance - after planting, NO follow up irrigation or 

maintenance

The COCOON is designed to support a seedling through its critical first 
year. By providing water and shelter while stimulating the seedling to 
produce a healthy and deep root structure, tapping into the sub-surface 
water supply within its first year. The COCOON produces independent, 
strong trees which are not relient on external irrigation and can survive 
harsh conditions. 
Trees have been planted with the COCOON in more than 10 countries 
with survival rates of 80-95%.

We would like to meet persons from agricultural organisations, the 
Ministry of Agriculture and agricultural research centres and especially 
the following persons:

Mr Mohammad Ghalibaf, Mayor of Tehran
Dr Zand, Deputy Minister of Agriculture
Mr Mehdi Fathi, Director General of Ministry of Agriculture
Mr Mehdi Azizian, CEO of Astane Ghods Razavi
Director of Isfahan Center for Research of Agricultural Science and 
Natural Resources

Our first goal is to set-up a (research) pilot for our product in cooperation 
with local parties.

Shahram Bahraini
Associate Partner

Land Life Company
Mauritskade 63
NL-1092 AD  Amsterdam
E: positivevoice4u@gmail.com
www.landlifecompany.com

E: positivevoice4u@gmail.com
M: +31 6 49 36 06 61
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Lely International

Lely is the only company worldwide to supply the dairy farming sector 
with a complete portfolio of products and services ranging from forage 
harvesting to automated feeding systems, barn cleaners and milking 
robots. 

Since many years Lely is the undisputed market leader in the sales and 
service of Lely Astronaut automated milking systems with over 20.000 
systems sold. Automatic milking systems contribute to an increased 
labour efficiency, milk production, milk quality and overall farm 
efficiency. 

The Lely Vector automatic feeding system is feeding the mixed ratio to 
the cows fully automatically in small portions freshly made more times 
per day, which results in a better feed intake and a higher feed efficiency.
The Lely Calm automatic calf feeder provides milk to the young calves 
until weaning.

The company also has a strong position in forage harvesting products 
and with over 65 years acquired knowledge in the agricultural 
cycle Lely has an unrivaled position in this business. The Lely forage 
portfolio consists of products like mowers, tedders, rakes, balers and 
loader wagons. Durability, clever design and low service input are 
characteristics of the Lely forage products.

Lely is active in more than 60 countries and employs some 2,000 people.

Marcel van Leeuwen
International Business Manager

Lely International
Cornelis van der Lelylaan 1
NL-3147 PB  Maassluis 
E: international@lely.com
www.lely.com

E: mvanleeuwen@lely.com
M: +31 6 53 82 51 92
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Magna Tyres Group

Magna Tyres Group is a Dutch manufacturer of Off-The-Road (OTR), 
Industrial and Truck tyres. The company expanded significantly in the 
tyre industry in the last few years and currently has 10 sales offices 
worldwide. The products of Magna Tyres are already running in more 
than 110 countries all over the world and this global presence of the 
brand continues to grow every year.

The headquarters is located in Waalwijk, the Netherlands. This location 
symbolizes the decades of experience of the company in manufacturing 
and trading premium quality rubber compounds. From this experience, 
Magna Tyres Group started developing high quality tyres for mining, 
construction, port handling and industrial purposes. 

The added value of the company is the own controlled delivery of 
premium quality raw material and the facility to customize rubber 
compound for special applications, even the most severe off-the-road 
conditions. Recently, the company included truck tyres for on/off road 
use in their program and is further developing a new and special OTR 
winter tread pattern for various applications.

Magna Tyres Group continues to expand the sales and distribution 
network and therefore it is planned to invest in a new 24000 square 
meter warehouse at the headquarters in the Netherlands. Expansion 
of the warehouse space is required, to fulfil the increasing needs 
of European partners in Germany, France and the Netherlands and 
to provide the best service and availability for original equipment 
manufacturers as Terex, Liebherr and Sennebogen.

Hein de Wind
Sales Director

Magna Tyres Group
Elzenweg 7
NL-5144 MB  Waalwijk 
E: info@magnatyres.com
www.magnatyres.com

E: hein@magnatyres.com
M: +31 416 675 220
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MVI International

MVI International BV. Based on almost 20 years of experience in the 
aviation and naval industry.
Your Partner in Business Development, investment, recruitment..... 

MVI International has established a global network of suppliers, service 
providers, industry partners and customers in both the civil and military 
domain. With strong relations in Europe, Middle East, Africa, South 
America and Asia, MVI International is able to generate business in 
support of many different types of civil and military fixed wing and 
rotary wing platforms. MVI International provides support solutions 
throughout the full scope of aviation ranging from R&D, Design & 
Manufacturing, MRO&U, procurement & investment and to training 
solutions for technicians & operators (pilots).

Strategy
MVI International strategy can easily be summarized as more then 
just”connecting the dots”. Throughout their global network MVI 
International is very aware of the various requirements on the one hand 
and the wide range of capabilities of their partners on the other hand 
enabling very cost effective and efficient solutions for their customers 
and partners. The subject matter expertise that MVI International has 
built up over the years adds value in the sense of unbiased, objective 
advice that will assist customers and partners to find the best and most 
flexible solutions. Our team has  a multidisciplinary approach as an end 
to end solution provider with the aim to achieve results through realism.

Michel van Ierland
CEO

Patrick van der Heiden
CFO

MVI International
Schoolstraat 50
NL-1719 AW  Aartswoud 
E: ierland@mvii.nl
www.mviinternational.nl

E: ierland@mvii.nl
M: +31 6 10 69 64 11

E: heiden@mvii.nl
M: +31 6 83 67 59 84
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NAG - Advancing your Aerospace and 
Airport Business

The NAG is the national trade association that represents the Dutch 
aerospace and airport development cluster. Practically all enterprises 
that excel in education, R&D, design/consultancy, engineering, 
production, maintenance and the associated support functions have 
united under the umbrella of the NAG. Thanks to this, the NAG is 
recognized as the sector’s contact with the government, the sector’s 
representative within the European ASD and the sector’s face on the 
global market. In short, NAG supports its members through knowledge, 
international positioning and representations. NAG’s 100+ member 
organisations represent an annual turnover of € 3,9 billion and its 
aerospace heritage goes back over 100 years.

More information can be found on our website: www.nag.aero. 
Frank Jansen
Managing Director

NAG - Advancing your 
Aerospace and Airport 
Business
Molengraaffsingel 10
NL-2629 JD  Delft
E: info@nag.aero
www.nag.aero

E: frank.jansen@nag.aero
P: +31 88 19 76 100

Advancing your
Aerospace and Airport Business
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Nedap Identification Systems

The leading specialist in systems for long range identification, wireless 
vehicle detection and city access control. These systems optimize, 
monitor and control traffic flow of vehicles and people. Safe, secure 
and efficient. Technology that can easily be applied to applications in 
parking, security, logistics and traffic. We develop and manufacture 
systems related to four specific solutions, with quality resulting from 
over 30 years of RFID experience:

•  Vehicle identification: Long-range readers with Microwave, UHF and 
ANPR technology to identify both vehicles and drivers. 

•  Vehicle detection: Wireless parking sensors and peripherals to 
monitor real-time parking bay occupancy.

•  City access control: Controllers and hosted software to regulate traffic 
in city centers.

•  People identification: Long-range readers with Microwave and UHF 
technology for convenient building access control.

Nedap Security Management - www.nedapsecurity.com

The leading specialist and manufacturer of the first software-based 
security management platform AEOS. AEOS is the first software-based 
security management platform. We recognised that, as the demands for 
security systems become more complex, they need to become easier 
to adjust. AEOS, which we developed in-house, uses generic controllers. 
Via our software, AEOS controllers can accommodate functionality 
for access control, intrusion detection, video management and locker 
management. 

Joost van der Willik
Managing Director

Nedap FZE | Middle East
Dubai Silicon Oasis Head Quarters 
D-205
P.O. Box 341213
Dubai Silicon Oasis
United Arab Emirates
E: info-me@nedap.com
www.nedap.com

E: joost.vanderwillik@nedap.com
P: +971 4371 2512
P: +91 56 6246609
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Neptune Shipyards

The Neptune Group is a maritime service provider, specialized in 
working vessels for the following markets:
• Offshore & Energy
• Dredging & Geo
• Towing & Salvage
• Seagoing Transport

The services consist of new building, repair, refit, maintenance and 
charter. Quality, flexibility, short delivery times and innovation are 
terms that fit the company. From developing equipment or building 
specialized ships, Neptune always provides a fast solution for her clients 
and the deployment of maritime vessels.

Neptune is a family owned business and founded over 40 years ago. 
The group contains even companies with over 80 years of shipbuilding 
experience in offshore and dredging. Nowadays the customized 
products are still 100% Dutch built. Due to innovative production 
methods, clients can be involved in the development of the vessel well 
into the production process.

Recent deliveries are an Euro Carrier 34m x 13m (multi-purpose DP-2 
FiFi 1 vessel), a Modular Shallow Draft Euro Carrier (20m x 8m) and an 
innovative modular fully Class approved jack-up (24m x 17m). In total the 
Neptune companies build over 450 vessels and have realized thousands 
of maritime projects!

In order to serve our clients we have three business lines:
• Business line Neptune Marine Service: charter, rental & trade
•  Business line Neptune Shipyards: new building, repair, refit, 

construction and engineering
•  Business line Neptune Parts & Services: suppliers & others such as MPS 

B.V., Ridderinkhof, Stagro, Landfall, etc.

Benjamin Grefkens 
Managing director 

Neptune Shipyards
Rivierdijk 458
NL-3372 BW  Hardinxveld- 
Giessendam
E: info@neptuneshipyards.nl
www.neptuneshipyards.nl

E: bgrefkens@neptunemarine.nl
P: +31 184 62 14 23 
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P & P Group

The Parlevliet & Van der Plas Group is one of the biggest shipowners 
in Europe with modern freezer-trawlers, fishing for pelagic species like 
horse mackerel, herring, mackerel, blue whiting, argentines, sardines, 
sardinella and groundfish like cod, haddock, flounder, Alaska Pollack, 
Greenland halibut and redfish.

The P&P Group owns 25 vessels, flying under Dutch, German, UK, 
Australian, French, Faroer and Lithuanian flag. Fishing areas are the North 
Sea, the waters around the UK and Ireland, the Bay of Biscay, around 
Iceland, West-Africa, Australia and the South Pacific. 

The company has an overall production of 400.000 m/t per year, a 
turnover of around  € 800 million and about 5.000 employees. An ultra-
modern fish processing plant, known as Euro-Baltic Fischverarbeitungs 
GmbH, is located on the island of Rügen (Germany). In this factory, 
mainly herring is being processed into a semi-finished product for 
marinating, delicatessen and cannery factories within Europe and 
further afield. Moreover, sprats, codfish, flounder and other types of fish 
can also be sorted, filleted, marinated and deepfrozen.
In 2009 Parlevliet & Van der Plas took over Matjes Herring company 
Ouwehand. They are processing Herring for the Dutch, German, Belgium 
and French market. 

In the beginning of 2010 the company acquired a large pelagic 
processing company on the Faroe Islands.
Heiploeg International, which is the EU market leader in shrimps and 
operates a fleet of shrimp trawlers in Suriname and Guyana,  joint the 
group in January 2014.  

Rob Banning
Project manager

P & P Group
Voorschoterweg 31
NL-2235 SE  Valkenburg (ZH) 
E: receptie@pp-group.eu
www.pp-group.nl

E: rba@pp-group.eu
M: +31 6 21 16 42 89
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Prins Group

Choosing Prins Group is choosing for quality. Prins Group, founded 
in 1940 as ‘Prins Dokkum’, is a reliable partner for global horticultural 
turnkey projects. We possess the know-how and experience to realize 
complete horticultural projects anywhere in the world and in diverse 
climatic conditions. Our projects can be found in over 40 countries.

Prins Group, the greenhouse constructor with over 75 years’ experience, 
develops your complete project from the greenhouse to all related 
systems. Engineering and production are managed in-house, resulting in 
a quick response to different situations and developments. We have our 
own assembly teams and modern specialized machines to execute your 
project. It is also possible for us to train local assembly teams guided by 
our experienced supervisors.

We can also provide your project with the right management, ensuring 
that the executed project is a success in both qualitative and financial 
terms. So you can be assured that the project is a sound investment. 
Prins Group is your ideal partner whether your company grows 
vegetables, flowers or plants.

In short, Prins Group is ‘The Total Growing Solution’ for you!

Arjan van der Klaauw
Sales Manager

Prins Group
Bovendijk 38
NL-2295 RZ  Kwintsheul
E: info@prinsgroup.com
www.prinsgroup.com

E: a.vanderklaauw@prinsgroup.com
P: +31 174 52 68 80
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Ridder Drive Systems 

Develops, produces and markets a complete range of electro-
mechanical drive systems for the motion of air vents, screens, flaps, 
heating and feed lines, primarily in the agricultural sector. We operate 
worldwide as a leading player in the market, and we are known on the 
market for our product innovation, reliability and service. We focus on 
sustainable growth and corporation, with added value for our customers 
and users at the core of the business.

HortiMaX (Ridder group)
HortiMaX enables customers to achieve a higher efficiency by offering 
them intelligent, innovative and user-friendly total solutions for the 
professional horticultural industry.
•  Process automation (process computers: climate, energy and water)
•  Plant Monitoring
•  Irrigation units and fertilizer Solutions
•  Disinfections Solutions
•  Management Solutions (labor and productivity registration)
•  Global Growing Solutions

Andrei Chabaline
Export manager

Ridder Drive Systems / 
Hortimax
Lorentzstraat 36-38
NL-3840 AJ  Harderwijk 
E: info@ridder.com
www.ridder.com
www.hortimax.com

E: a.chabaline@ridder.com
M: +31 6 53 12 88 86
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Roveg Fruit

Roveg Fruit BV is a global importer and exporter of a wide range of fresh 
and exotic fruit and vegetables direct from source. 
Our objective is to be the gateway to the market for producers and 
to guide consumers through our product range. We aim to do this by 
being a partner that adds value and knowledge to organisations that 
operate in the fruit and vegetable marketing field. We will base this on 
encouraging the transfer of knowledge related to production, products 
and consumption. Our goal is to be a leader in the marketing of exotic 
produce.

Roveg Fruit specialises in mixed shipments, which can vary from 1 to 150 
separate products per shipment. The packagings in all shapes, sizes and 
materials are possible.
Our distribution centre is equipped with multiple advanced 
refrigeration units to ensure distribution under optimum conditions. 
We have ripening rooms combined with high-tech equipment used 
for monitoring quality both inside and out. This allows us to supply 
products that are ‘Ready to Eat’, such as mangoes and avocados. 

Our client base consists of supermarket chains and wholesalers. We are 
looking for the same partners in Iran to expand our business. 
We bring the Fresh World together.

Henk Roodenburg
Managing Director

Lennard van der Pol
Regional  Manager Middle-East

Roveg Fruit
Nijverheidsweg 20
NL-2742 RG  Waddinxveen  
E: info@roveg.nl
www.roveg.nl

Roveg Chile Ltda
El Oliveto 0426, Oficina El 
Queltehue,
Talagante, Santiago Chile
E: mvalenzuela@roveg.cl
www.roveg.cl

E: henk_roodenburg@roveg.nl
M: +31 6 51 82 35 42

E: lennard_vanderpol@roveg.nl
M: +31 6 51 87 65 56
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Royal FloraHolland

The Royal FloraHolland Flower Auction Cooperative is a cooperative with 
4,500 members from the Netherlands and abroad. Its mission, ‘Flowering 
the World Together, Planting Seeds of Opportunity for our Members’, 
is to encourage the horticultural sector to flourish, now and in 2020.  
FloraHolland facilitates growers doing business with their customers 
with its combination of marketplaces and sales-supporting service 
provision. As the world’s largest auction organisation, FloraHolland 
processes approximately 12.4 billion flowers and plants each year, with 
an annual turnover of €4.5 billion and 3500 employees. 

Gijs Kok
Director Corporate Affairs

Royal FloraHolland
Legmeerdijk 313 
NL-1431 GB  Aalsmeer
E: klantenservice@floraholland.nl
www.royalfloraholland.com 

E: gijskok@floraholland.nl
M: +31 6 51 36 89 16
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SAMCO Aircraft Maintenance

SAMCO offers total maintenance support for Regional Airliners. 
Consisting of base maintenance, line maintenance, logistics CAMO 
maintenance management and DOA design changes. SAMCO supports 
various types, ATR42/72, Dash-8 all series up to and including the Q400, 
CRJ200,700,900,1000, Fokker 50, 70, 100 and EMB120/135/145/170/190 
and is the world’s first independent MRO offering maintenance services 
for the Bombardier C Series aircraft. Main customers are operators 
from the EMEA area and lessors. SAMCO supports these customers 
in all aircraft maintenance related aspects (from start-up to turn-key 
maintenance solutions). SAMCO is well known for its flexibility and 
service oriented culture, which is well appreciated by its customers both 
at SAMCO’s home base as at the various maintenance stations away from 
its homebase.

Andre Velda
Director Marketing and Sales

SAMCO Aircraft 
Maintenance
Horsterweg 19
NL-6199 AC  Maastricht Airport 
E: sales@samco.aero
www.samco.aero

E: velda.a@samco.aero
M: +31 6 50 24 32 28
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Stratagem Group

Stratagem Group is active in the fields of MRO Organization and 
Technology and Airport Management and Development. Brand names 
are Stratagem Innovation, Stratagem Consulting and LR Systems.
 
Stratagem Group has over a decade of experience in the development 
of break-through technology in the global Maintenance, Repair, and 
Overhaul (MRO) community. Our services, projects and products are 
applicable to Aviation, Aerospace, Defence, and Transportation sectors. 
Stratagem Group is at the forefront in understanding and developing 
methods for treatment of composite structures. As more and more 
aircraft are composed of composites, such as the B787 and A350, we 
see this development as an essential part of future MRO capabilities. 
STRATAGEM is combining its robotics platform (through LR Systems) and 
cutting edge bonded repair and investigation technology to anticipate 
this trend.

For Airports and Governments, Stratagem Consulting has become an 
experienced partner in developing aviation strategies, developing 
airports and airport companies and airport businesses such as real estate 
development, passenger & cargo market development, forecasting, 
marketing management and masterplan review. Our experts have 
worldwide experience in supporting airport management in making 
both strategic and daily decisions. We have worked on more than 
60 airport projects worldwide, ranging from feasibility studies to 
operational implementation of security measures.

Potential clients include: airlines, airports, CAO, MOT, MRO service 
companies. 

Rob Nispeling
Partner

Stratagem Group
Lange Voorhout 72
NL-2514 EH  The Hague
E: info@stratagemgroup.nl
www.stratagemgroup.nl

E: nispeling@stratagemgroup.nl
M: +31 6 81 30 41 60
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Topsector Horticulture & Starting 
Materials
The Horticulture & Starting Materials sector is recognized as a top sector 
in The Netherlands. Rightly so, because it is a very innovative sector with 
substantial social and economic significance. With its seeds and seed 
potatoes, fruit and vegetables, plants and flowers, bulbs and trees, this 
sector is the source of nutrition, health and happiness. The Horticulture 
sector accounts for EUR 12.5 billion in domestic production, EUR 
17 billion in exports and more than 450,000 jobs. The population is 
growing and ageing in the world, concentrating itself in cities and the 
climate is changing. We will soon have to meet the needs of nine billion 
people in terms of nutrition and health. While energy, space, water and 
minerals are becoming scarcer. This is exactly the strength of the Dutch 
Horticultural & Starting Materials sector. In this process we look for 
solutions adapted to specific local circumstances all over the world. Loek Hermans

Chairman

Topsector Horticulture & 
Starting Materials
PO Box 93002
NL-2509 AA  The Hague
P: +31 70 349 0302
P: +31 70 349 0307
M: +31 6 31 94 61 44
E: info@topsectortu.nl
www.topsectortu.nl
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Van den Bos Flowerbulbs

Van den Bos Flowerbulbs is specialized in Lilium, Freesia and Calla bulbs 
for the professional cut-flower and container grower. Over the past 
65 years, we have become a world specialist in preparation and export 
for the floral industry. Our subsidiaries in the U.S.A., Canada, Chile, China 
and Australia are supplying the best quality bulbs, every day of the year.

Bart Duijvesteijn
Account Manager

Van den Bos Flowerbulbs
Dijkweg 115
NL-2675 AC  Honselersdijk
E: info@vandenbos.com
www.vandenbos.com

E: bart.duijvesteijn@ 
vandenbos.com
M: +31 6 53 27 43 62
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Van Oord Offshore

Van Oord is a Dutch based leading international contractor specialised 
in dredging, marine engineering and offshore projects. We believe in 
long term relations with our valued clients. Founded in 1868, Van Oord 
has executed marine projects, such as the artificial islands of Dubai, 
expansion of the Suez canal and Norway’s Ormen Lange natural gas 
field.

Van Oord Offshore is an EPC contractor with an extensive experience 
in the offshore oil and gas industry. Our services encompass design, 
procurement of materials and associated services, installation and 
commissioning services - all delivered in a “one stop shop”package. 
It includes shore approaches, shallow water pipeline installation, 
trenching and backfilling, buoy installation, GBS [Gravity Based 
Structure] installation and subsea rock installation.

Our high-precision Subsea Rock Installation [SRI] activities are vital for 
the stabilisation and protection of offshore pipelines, cables and other 
installations. As a market leader in this industry, our fleet of DP flexible 
fallpipe vessels  enables us to provide pre-pipelay and post-pipelay rock 
installation.  

Joep Athmer
President Van Oord Offshore
Member of the Management 
team of Van Oord

Van Oord Offshore
Jan Blankenweg 2
NL-4207 JN  Gorinchem
E: area.off@vanoord.com
www.vanoord.com

Van Oord Gulf FZE
Jebel Ali Free Zone
Opposite of Aramex
South Expansion, Plot S-10601
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
E: loc.dxb@vanoord.com
www.vanoord.com

E: joep.athmer@vanoord.com
M: +31 88 826 2488
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VB Greenhouses

VB Group, established exactly 50 years ago, draws together a wide range 
of specialisms for the agricultural sector. VB Greenhouses, VB Climate 
and VB Projects, part of VB Group, each are specialist in their own 
particular field. 

VB Greenhouses designs and realizes a large number of greenhouse 
horticultural projects worldwide. Dimensions  range from a couple 
of thousand square meters to in excess of thirty hectares. Due to the 
increasing scale in greenhouse horticulture, the approach to the various 
projects has also changed. The period between start of construction 
and delivery of the project can be very short. This kind of compressed 
construction program demands experienced and intensive project 
management. 

As supplier to the international greenhouse horticultural sector, VB 
Climate can draw on its wide experience and knowledge of all the 
applicable state-of-the-art technologies and can arrange a total package 
of heating and cooling systems.  Comprehensive knowledge is drawn 
together in innovative solutions. As pioneers in sustainable technology 
VB Climate is fully acquainted with the application of alternative 
energysources.

VB Projects focuses on innovative sustainable project solutions: large 
scale geothermal heat projects, which offer substantial increase of 
efficiency of geothermics by using heat pump technology.  Also 
VB Projects installed under-pitch heating for various national and 
international footballstadiums. 

Profilecommercial contacts: Investors and growers in complete 
greenhouse istallations.

Aad Verbakel
Managing Director

VB Greenhouses
Jogchem van der Houtweg 4
NL-2678 AG  De Lier 
E: info@vb-group.nl
www.vb-group.nl

E: a.verbakel@vb-group.nl
M: +31 6 51 51 47 79
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Wageningen University and Research

Wageningen University and Research Centre (Wageningen UR) is 
the only specialized research organisation in agriculture and food 
in the Netherlands, and one of the best in the world. Wageningen 
UR develops knowledge and helps partners and clients to apply the 
knowledge. Wageningen UR and its the applied research institutes have 
an outstanding track record in working with (semi-)governmental and 
private sector companies. In general we differentiate three kinds of 
activities: 

1)  Contract Research, for example on highly innovative green house 
horticulture and livestock production systems, on food & food 
processing, fisheries & aquaculture, and on water saving technologies 
for agriculture and food processing. 

2).  Consultancy, for example advising companies on international market 
developments in agro and food, 

3).  Capacity building, for example specialist training courses for 
professionals in protected horticulture, integrated water resources 
management, agro-logistics, or academic training (MSc/PhD/
post-doc). 

Arjo Rothuis
Manager International 
Cooperation

Wageningen University 
and Research
Building 104 (Atlas)  
Droevendaalsesteeg 4 
NL-6708 PB  Wageningen
P.O. Box 9101
NL-6700 HB  Wageningen
www.wageningenur.nl

E: arjo.rothuis@wur.nl
M: +31 6 53 55 84 99
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Weerman Flowers

Founded in 1946, but in a fast changing world, Weerman combines deep 
experience with new, young, fresh and ambitious people to serve top 
florists and importers throughout the world:
•  largest high quality assortment of flowers, plants and bulbs of Europe, 

sourced from all over the world
• deeply experienced sourcing team, also for extraordinary products
• expertise & highly connected in breeding & materials
• ability to order in low quantities
• source of inspiration, content, florist development and online services

Next to a large, super fresh high quality assortment of cut flowers, plants 
and bulbs, Weerman provides full e-commerce platforms for importers 
and florists that are free and easy to implement (< 1 week). We have 
extensive experience in international transportation and customs. 
Weerman is a family-owned business that respects and thrives on long-
term relationships with its customers in more than 30 countries. 

After a number of trips to Iran and with our dedicated, Teheran based 
representative Majid Rabiei, we’re seeking trade and development 
opportunities with florists and importers to:
•  explore Iranian demand for assortment that is currently not yet 

covered by Iranian growers
•  explore opportunities with Iranian growers to develop new 

assortment based on proven demand from Iranian consumers
•  research export potential from growers to other countries in the 

region and the Netherlands

We’re very much looking forward in finding the right partners to explore 
mutual trade and investment opportunities.

Reinier Weerman
CEO

Weerman Flowers
Legmeerdijk 313
NL-1431 GB  Aalsmeer
E: sales@weerman.nl
www.weerman.nl

E: reinier@weerman.nl
M: +31 6 46 41 89 60 
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Official Delegation
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Henk Kamp
Minister of Economic Affairs 

P: +31 70 379 6100
E: minister@minez.nl 

Gerbert Kunst
Director for European and 
International Affairs

P: +31 70 379 8670
E: g.p.g.kunst@minez.nl

Aldrik Gierveld
Deputy Director-General 
Agriculture & Nature

P: +31 70 379 8961
E: a.gierveld@minez.nl

Caspar Itz
Spokesmen

P: +316 1055 1061
E: C.Itz@minez.nl

Bente Becker
Political Assistant

P: + 31 70 379 7082
E: b.becker@minez.nl

Official Delegation

Ministry of Economic Affairs
PO Box 20401
NL-2500 EK The Hague
www.government.nl/ministries/ez
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Mahir Alkaya
Policy Advisor European & 
International Affairs

P:  +31 70 379 8256
E: m.o.alkaya@minez.nl

Nabil Taouati
Senior Policy Officer

P: +31 70 348 6788
E: nabil.taouati@minbuza.nl

Official Delegation

Ministry for Foreign Affairs
PO Box 20061
NL-2500 EB The Hague
www.government.nl/ministries/bz
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Supporting Staff

Leon Lomans
Project attaché Iran

T :+31 70 378 4640
M: +31 6 48 13 11 23
E: l.r.m.lomans@minez.nl

Klaas Pieter van der Veen
Policy Officer International 
Agribusiness and Food Security

M +31 6 554 93 830
E k.vanderveen@minez.nl 

Karin Schipper
Project Manager Economic 
Missions

P: +31 70 602 1146
E: Karin.schipper@rvo.nl

Ministry of Economic Affairs |  
Directorate-General for Agro European 
Agricultural Policy and Food Security
P.O. Box 20401
NL-2500 EK The Hague
http://www.government.nl/ministries/ez

Ministry of Economic Affairs | 
Netherlands Enterprise Agency
PO Box 93144
NL-2509 AC The Hague
www.hollandtrade.com
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Susanna Terstal
Ambassador

E: TEH-CDP@minbuza.nl

Taco Westerhuis
Senior Economic Advisor

P: +98 21 2366 0202
M: +98 91 2334 1480
E: taco.westerhuis@minbuza.nl

Margriet Struijf
Deputy Head of Mission

M: +98 912 1850682
E: margriet.struijf@minbuza.nl

Iona Ebben
Economic and Cultural Advisor

M: +98 912 1951250
E: iona.ebben@minbuza.nl

Hassan Javaran
Policy Officer Economy & Trade

E: TEH-EA@minbuza.nl

Contact details Embassy

Embassy of the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands in Tehran
No.60, West Arghavan, Dibaji North Street,
Farmanieh, Tehran
P: +98 21 2366 0000
I: iran.nlambassade.org
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Amir Roshan
Policy Officer Economy & Trade

E: TEH-EA@minbuza.nl

José Koning
Deputy Head Operational Affairs

E: TEH-AZ@minbuza.nl

Carla Ruijgrok
PA to the Ambassador

P: +98 21 2366 0102
E: TEH@minbuza.nl

Contact details Embassy
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Netherlands Enterprise Agency
The Hague, the Netherlands
www.hollandtradeandinvest.com
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